
IT Report 

Hello to everyone on the board, this is my first IT Report, I thank you for welcoming me so 

warmly!   

In less than a month I’ve been busy learning the ropes of how the library works and I still have a 

lot to learn but I’m getting there. 

I’ve worked with quite a few patrons on a daily basis with their computer questions, whether it is 

how to mobile print or how to fill out an application on the computer.  I helped a patron print 

coupons for her medicine because she did not have insurance and did not know how to use the 

computer.  I helped a customer send a letter to a razor company because his broke but he did not 

know how to get in touch with them. 

I attended the BOCES Attain lab to learn how it functions and what it offers for our community.  

One of the things I’ve learned is that we can work together to teach our patrons about different 

subjects.  The lab focuses on Microsoft Office and Networking among other topics.  They also 

will spend time with the clients on a one-on-one basis during the day if requested.   

The difference is that they are not available on the weekends whereas we are.  That being said 

there is a need for basic computing classes on the weekends; some people are not available on 

the weekdays for classes.  I helped a lady who did not know how to use a mouse and I helped a 

woman who could use a Kindle but was petrified of using a computer.  These are some of the 

people who could benefit from a computer basics course. 

I am looking at various courses that I can teach for that and using other libraries as a base line.  

There are many libraries, small and large, that do not offer computing class so we do offer an 

advantage by giving these courses for our patrons. 

I also have been engaging with authors and the public on Twitter.  We had a post get 20 plus 

likes when we commented on a Stephen King Tweet.  I’ve been told this was the best Tweet 

we’ve ever had.  I am trying to engage with our local schools and “like” or comment on their 

Tweets.  I am trying to also do posts when famous author birthdays occur.  I would like to make 

us relevant for the local young adult population on this social media outlet. 

I also setup the Board portal on the library homepage so that it is accesable for members only – 

the site is https://ebcpl.com/bopo with a password of board.  On this site you can link to old 

board minutes and various reports.  I wanted to make sure that these things would be available 

should it be necessary to go back for any information. 
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